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CHICAGO, THURSDA f, MARCH 7, I878. 
Editorial. 
-AT a ~e~ting of the Northeaster~ - Ohio Teach:rs' Associatio~ 
held JD Decel;nber, 1876, PreSIdent B. A. HInsdale, of HI-
ram College, read a length y paper making some severe strictures 
upon our graded common schools. He presented what purport-
ed to be a brief history of the development of the school system 
from "the Massachusetts tree" un til its cuttings were thickly plant-
ed across the Alleghanies in the region of the great lakes, in the 
vailey of the Mississippi, as far sout\l as the mouths of the Ohio' 
and Missouri, and until they have been carried beyond the Rocky 
Mountains and set in the soil of the Pacific slope. In the course 
of his remarks, President Hinsdale took occasion to criticise, not 
to say ridicule, some of the new or modern methods of teaching, 
claiming that th~y are JDferior to those pursued in the time of 
our forefathers, and that the results pro~uced are corresponding'" 
ly detrimental to the scholarship of the children and .youth sent 
forth (rom the public schools. In support of his assumptions, for. 
they can scarcely be regarded as anything more, 'he producetl cer-
tain scraps oftestimony, from. individuals, from West Point pro-
fessors, and from a few eminent persons whose distinguishing 
characteristics as witnesses in a case of this kind seem to consist 
.' in their occupying positions entirely unfavorable to that close 
and accurate knowledge of the facts which is essential to give 
value to their testimony. What opportunities,for example, have 
General Sherman, Professors Church and Michie of West Point, 
or the distinguished Boards of Visitors sent annually to theMili-
taryand Naval Academies, to learn that the young men selected 
through political favoritism for appointments to those institutions 
are fair representatives of the scholarship produced in our grad-
ed schools. 
These criticisms of the Ohio college president are such as have 
been floating about for the past four or five years, and they are 
the result, in part, of a lamentable ignorance of the history of the 
common school movement, of its wonderfully rapid development, 
_of i'ts necessarily increased cost, and of an unfortunate feeling of 
jealousy that has sprung up in the breasts of some few who repre-
sent the interests of private as distinguished from public institu-
tions. They are also, in part, a consequence of the financial 
stringency of the period which has led to a very close scrutiny 
into all public expenditures, into the objects (or which those ex-
penditures are incurred and the results to whic.h they are expect-
ed to lead. Too many well-meaning people make the mistake of 
supposing that money invested in schools and education, .like 
that which is expended for real estate, or for the ordinary ex-
changable commodities ' of commerce, ought to show ' equally ' 
tangible results. To a certain extent this may be so, as when 
school buildings are erected and furnished, apparatus-and books 
supplied, or grounds decorated. These however are but a small 
portion of the objects of such expenditures. _ . By far the greater 
and more profitable return for educational investments is tkat 
which appears in the cultivated minds, moralf, and manners qf the' 
rising generation, fittjng the children and youth of to·day for the-
'duties of citizenship, of manhood and . womanhood to·morrow. 
Such results, although scarcely_ visible to the eye of flesh, or ad-
equately mea,surable by any material standard of value, are none 
the less real, none the less. vital to every human interest, and 
none the less important in swelling the grand total of a nation's 
resources. 
Such criticisms-as those to which we allude, however unwar-
ranted, unjust, or absurd they may be, yet have their utility in 
the economy of our great public school sy~tem. They lead to 
calm consideration. They incite to a careful investigation of the 
history, motives, methods, and results of. tha! system. They serve 
in the end to eliminate the false from the true, and tend greatly 
.to strengthen the cause they might other~ise weaken and destroy. 
Mr. Hinsdale's paper was published in pamphlet form, had 
quite an extensive circulation,and excited considerable atte~tion 
and comment. At the request of the body before which !he pa-
per was read, Superintendent Rickoff of Cleveland prepared a re-
ply, which has also been brougpt out in a pamphlet of 87 pages. 
The publication is entitled the ~'Past and Present of our Com-
mon School Education, with a Brief Sketch of the History of El-
emen tary Education in America." In the Intr.oduction Mr. 
Rickoff remarks-.that "the delay of this reply has been attributed 
by some to that timidity which is naturally" felt in attacking a 
strong antag.onist, but it is believed tha:t this paper will sh6wthat 
the natural advan~age of our position is so great that it really re-
quires no moral courage or forensic skill to defend it against any 
arguments that have been or may be brought against it" After 
a careful reading of the reply we hazard nothing in saying that 
Mr. Rick'off has fully justified the strength 9f'his positton,' and 
that his vindicati~n of t\1e sch90ls and the methods of to-day as 
compared with those of the past time is triumphant and complete. 
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In the production of this timely discussion the Northeastern 
Ohio Teachers' Association and Mr. Rickoff have rendered the 
cause of education in the entire country an invaluable service. 
Within the brief space of 87 pages an amoutit of historical and 
documentary evidence as to the past and present of our public 
school system, its methods and results, has been copdensed that 
is nowhere else to be found except in volumes and reports that 
are out of print and impossible to obtain by the mass of readers. 
An y person not conversant with the original sources drawn upon 
for these facts will be surprised at the contrast between the old 
and the new. Few are, after all, aware that the grand educational 
system of this country as it now exists is the work mainly of the 
last forty years, and of men, many of whom, are still on the 
stage of action. Few are aware of the amazing contrast between 
the schools even of New England as they existed forty or fifty 
years ago and thos~ which are to-day dotting the whole country 
from ocean to ocean, furnishing a vastly superior education to 
that of a generation ago to millions of American youth. A care-
ful study and comparison of the schools as they existed a hun-
dred years since, and as they exist now, would show the state-
ment that "there is reason to btlieve that more and better 'ltIork was 
done by our sellOols in the early days of the Republic than is accom-
plished now" to be a pure figment of thl7 brain and entirely con-
trary to fact. And yet such a statement was made in the official 
report of a school board sitting in the shadow of Harvard Uni-
versity, in 1875. 
We cannot undertake to give even an epitome of the pamphlet 
under notice. It presents a very concise yet .... graphic history of 
common school education in New England and in many of the 
Middle, Western, and Southern States as embodied in official 
documents and in the testimony of men eminent in learning, in 
ability, and in their devotion to the cause. It describes the schools 
ofthe good old time to which 'so many worthy people of fossilife~­
ous tendencies are so anxious to return. . It takes up the so called 
West Point argument, examines all the facts as derived from 
official tables, and tears the "argument" to tatters. It com-
pares some of those modem methods that so tempted the ridicule 
of Mr. Hinsdale, with a few of the mummeries of the olden time 
greatly to the advantage of the fortner. In brief, the reader will 
find that no reply to such a tissue of mistakes as that of President 
Hinsdale could well be more complete, conclusive, or over-
whelming. This pamphlet should be printed and circulated by 
the ten thousand. Its general perusal would soon end these 
carping and superficial criticisms upon the public schools of late 
so fashionable in certain quarters, and secure for them that full 
measure of support so essential to their furth.er progress. The 
best friends of the schools concede that they have imperfections, 
andare ready to welcome judicious and discriminating criticism. 
But they strongly object to that which has little or no founda-
tion beyond the imaginations ot those who generalize on the 
principle that "one swallow makes a spring. " 
VILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS.-V. 
Supt. AAllON GoVE, Denver, Colorado. 
THE efficiency of an~ school which requires two or more in-
structors caIP be Increased by frequent consultations . be. 
tween the teachers .. . The ~anner of conducting these meetings, 
and the ~requency WIth whIch they are held must be determined 
by the cltcumstances. The propriety of devoting such h t 
acad " " ours 0 emlC lDstructlon IS doubtful. ·If the teachers have not prop-
erly pte pared themselves In relation to matters 0 fact in the 
branches they are req _ired tel teach before obtaining their certif-
icates, it is their duty to study diligently at home in advance of 
their classes, or, better, leave school and enter an academy or 
nortrtal school, and devote the entire time to learning. The fol-
lowing is suggested as one method of conducting teachers' meet-
ings in village schools. The plan supposes the school to be an 
entirety under the control of one manager. The meetings should 
be held weekly; not evenings, because it is not convenient for 
ladies unaccompanied to assemble evenings; nor Friday after-
noons, because teachers are tired 'and wom by five days' hard 
work. Monday seems to be the least objectiollable. If schoob 
is closed on Monday afternoon one-half hour before the regular 
time, the teachers of the village can assemble in one of the school 
rooms within fifteen minutes from the time of closing school. 
The superintendent or principal should call the meeting to order. 
Let him then call on each teacher by name for remarks. The teach-
ers have learned to prepare for this call by keeping careful notes 
during the week. Let the argument that keeping notes weakens 
the memory pass for what it is worth, it is true that teachers 
come better prepared for the work of teachers' meetings when 
every event worthy of comment has been committed to paper 
promptly on the day of the occurrence; besides it is neither con -
venient nor proper to speak of every matter of school discipline 
whenever. teachers happen to meet in the school :room. There 
will be time to listen to the remarks of every teacher. Most of 
the notes will be in the form of questions,-What to do under 
the circumstances; How to reach this dull pupil; How to ' dis- -
cipline that mischievous one; How to remedy tardiness in a par-
ticular family, or obtain bet~er attendance. Each teacher win 
have ~ases of especially bright or forward pupils whose classifica-
tion needs changing, or stupid ones that need urging in some ex-
traordinary manner; some one wishes to omit some study that 
ought to be the regular work of all 4er class; another wishes to 
take an extra study in the grade above that in which she is. These 
are examples of subjects that will come before the meeting every 
week, and each one brings up a case with modifications that make 
it unlike any other case that ever before existed. As no case of 
discipline ever was or ever will be exactly similar to any other 
case, so no question of school economy ~as an exact counter· 
part in the history of the school. The uni ted experience and wis-
dom of all the teachers, whether there be three or twenty, should 
sitin judgment on everyone. The teachers will not agree as to the 
methods of cure in each case. It must be the princijJal's duty to 
make. the final decision; but his judgment ought to be formed 
not merely from his own experience, but from the sum of the ex-
periences of·all. Then, too, no one teacher in a village school 
can be conversant with all the families represented in school. 
All teachers together can manag(! to learn something of all fam-
ilies and report for the benefit of the whole; for, upon home dis-
cipline and. surroundings,' more than upon any other one thing~ 
depends the course of treatment that ought to be pursued in any 
individual case. 
The principal has during the week kept careful notes of all he 
has seen, whether good or bad, in the conduct of the school. 
From these he makes his remarks to the meeting. Errors in 
teaching or disciplining are thus brought to the notice of the en-
tire corps, and by making the criticisms thus general, the pride 
of any individual teacher is not wounded by special or direct rep-
rimand. Better results are reached than would have been had 
the correction been confined to the ears of but two. The one or 
ones who are in fault will never fail to appropriate the criticism 
~ 
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and profit by it. No general change in the management of the 
school should be inaugurated until a full and free interchange of 
sentiment is had at the teachers' meeting, and not then until the 
possibilitie~ of failure are carefully considered. Foreverychange 
in general discipline if unsuccessful works irreparable injury. 
Every teacher of experience realizes this, as well in cases of in-
dividual discipline as of the whole room. 
_ A FEW WORDS ON FEMALE EDUCATION. 
(Translated from the German by F. H . L EHMANN, Texas.) 
GIVE your daughters a thorough education. Teach them to prepare a nourishing diet. Teach them to wash, to iron, to 
darn stockmgs, to sew on buttons, to make their own dresses. 
Teach them to bake bread, and that a good kitchen lessens the 
apothecary's account. Teach them that one dollar is one hun-
dred cents, that one only lays up money whose expenses are less 
than his income, and that all grow poor who have to spend more 
than they receive. Teach them that a calico dress paid for fits 
better than a silken one unpaid for. Teach them that a full 
healthy face displays a greater luster than fifty consumptive 
beauties. Teach them to wear strong shoes. Teach them to 
pu~chase, and to see that the account corresponds with the pur-
chase. Teach them that they ruin God's images by wearing 
strong bodices. Teac 1 them ~ood common sense, self-trust, 
self-help, and industry. Teach them that an honest mechanic 
in his working dress is a better object of our esteem than a doz-
en haughty, finely dressed idlers. Teach them gardening and 
the pleasures of nature. Teach them if you can afford it, music, 
painting, and all other arts, but consider these as secondary ob-
jects only. Teach them a walk is more .salutary than a ride in a 
, carriage; and that wild flowers are a worthy object of admiration. 
Teach them to reject with disdain all appearances, and to use only 
yes or no in good earnest. Teach them that the happiness of 
matrimon y depends neither on external appearance nor on wealth, 
but on the man's character. Have you instructed your daugh-
ters in these principles, and have they comprehended these prin-
ciples? ' Fearlesslyallow them to marry; they will make their 
way through the world. 
NORMAL TRAINING. , 
J. L. PICKARD, Chicago. 
IN discussing the remedy for the frequent change of teachers, unavoidable on account of the large preponderance of female 
teachers, normal training was suggested. This subject has been 
so ably discussed in the editorial department of THE EDUCATION-
AL WEEKLY in its general bearings upon the schools through the 
teachers, that I will touch only upon one point-its economy. 
It is the policy of all school authorities to pay for the result of 
experience. The schedule of salaries almost universally recog-
nizes the 'value of experience-and within certain limits an in-
crease of value with increase of years. . Teachers of experience 
are preferred to' beginners, .and a higher salary is given such as 
have profited from former service. This increase varies from $50 
· to $100 or more for each additional year of servic~, until a rea-
the schedule $150 to $200 higher than our own Normal graduates 
even for their first year's teaching. Experience therefore has 
cost the city $150 or $200 in each such case. The work done 
has been but little better than that of the Normal graduate-per-
haps on an averageno better. Normal training in the field of 
labor to be assumed is therefore found equal or nearly equal to 
experience in other fields. The city pays for experience. The 
city pays also for its equivalent-special training. How stands 
the account? Experience is charged with $150 to ·$200. Nor-
mal training has cost the city apparently for two years' instruction, . 
taking the two years of the greatest expense, each $162.73. I 
say apparently because from this must be deducted the saving to 
the city in the work done in the School of Practice equal to the 
service of three teachers whose average pay during the two years 
named would have been $700 per annum each, or $2,100 in all. 
This sum divided by the average number of pupils for the same 
two years (78) gives the cash value of the service of each pupil 
$26.92, thus making the actual cost to the city for each Normal 
pupil $162.73-$26.92 or $135.81, considerably below the. least 
bonus paid for experience' gained elsewhere. . 
If the city had been without a Normal School, and had secur- . 
ed equal benefits in the employment of teachers from abroad 
whose services would have been equal to those performed by 
Normal graduates; it is not to much too assume that the cost would 
have been greater than the whole expense to' her of the Normal 
School she has sustained. 
If the city had been without a Normal School, and had em-
ployed her own girls, as she has done largely, but without any 
special training, she would have lost in each case what her own 
schedule of salaries declares to be $100, . and her practice rates · 
at $150 to $200: 
Great advantage secured to tax payers without expense seems 
to be the conclusion inevitable from the figures given, taken in 
connection with the able editorials of past issues. 
TEACHER AND DISTRICT.-VI. 
C. M. WOODRUFF, of the Michigan Bar, Detroit. 
&c.,]. Conc~rninc th~ Validity ofth~ Teach~r's Contract. 
I 
LET us ascertain what special rules exist in relation to the teacher's con-tract. The validity of a teacher's contract depends, in the main, upon 
the power of the parties contracting, and the contents of the contract its.elf. 
The statutes of Michigan require that "the district board shall hire such quali-
, fied teachers as may be required; and all contracts shall be in writing, signed 
by a majority of the board, on behalf of the district. Said contracts shall spec-
. ify the wages agreed upon, and shall requlre the teacher to keep a correct list 
of the pupils, and the age of each attending the school, and the number of 
days each pupil is present, and to furnish the director with a correct copy of 
tbe same at the close of the school." It has been held under this statute that 
the provision requiring the contract to "require the teacher to keep a correct list 
of the pupils," etc., is merely directory and its ommission from the contract 
does not render the contract invalid 1. It is, of course, needless to say that a 
contract between the district board and an unqualified teacher is null and 
void. ' . 
sonable limit of three to five years is reached. Chicago may be 
taken as a type of other cities in this matter of recognition of 
the worth of experience. For many years the rate of increase in 
salaries has been $100 annually for three years-now $100 bien-
nially for six years, or $50 each year. Teachers who have come 
from abroad after successful experience have been placed upon , 
A clause in a contract between a teacher and a school district board, reserv-
ing the right to discharge the teacher, whenever he fails to give satisfaction, 
is valid under a statute which provides that tJ:te county superintendent may dis-
miss for "incompetency, cruelty, negligence, or immorality.... A contract 
signed by a minority of a district board would be invalid, so far as binding the 
district i~ concerned, and would not be admissible in evidence in an action 
on the contract brought against the district to recover wages for teaching .un-
der such contract8 • But there seems to be no question but that a contract 
made with a majority of a board is binding,_ the action of the majority bein~ 
1 Everett tts. Sch. Dist. 30. Mich., 249. 
2 School Dist. 'IZ. Colvin, 10 !Can., 283-
3 McLain tts. Snyder. Township Sch. Dist. 12 Penn •. State, 204. 
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the action of the board itself. So it has been held in Illinois that when two 
of three school directors consent to the employment of a teacher, and he ex-
hibits the proper certificate required by law, of qualification to teach, at the 
time of his employment, and makes out and delivers a schedule to one of the 
direc~ors, who signs and retains it, the teacher will be entitled to recover the 
wages agreed to be paid him 1. 
Sec. 4. 0/ the Powers of D istrict Boards in Contracting with Teachers. 
In Michigan, as in most of the states, the power of hiring teachers is vested 
in the district" board, and includes the power to fix the compensation to ' 
be paid them and to bind the district to pay the samet; and a contract made 
in accordancc with the statute, by the district board: is obligatory upon their 
successors in office'; so a contract made by the sole trustee of-a school district 
with an individual to teach in a common school in said district, for a period 
extending be} ond the trustee's term of office, is valid, and binding upon his 
successors in office'. But in North Carolina, under the laws of that state, a 
school committee have no authority to employ a teacher for a period extend-
ing beyond the time when their office expires 5 , and in Missouri, a board of 
directors have no power to contract for the services of a teacher, after their 
successors in the school board have been elected and qualified, even though 
the contract of the old board be made before the commencement of the next 
school yearS . In Vermont, under a similar statute to that in Michigan, with 
the exception only that the power of employing and dismissing teachers is 
vested in a "prudentiai committee," instead of a school board, the district 
having no power over the subject; a teacher who bas been employed by the 
prudential committee, to teach the school, is entitled to all the benefits of the 
contract, unless he have relinquished it, or been guilty of some dereliction of 
duty, or failure to'perform his part of the contract. The district have no power 
to vote to annul the contract'. This deCision would undoubtedly be followed 
in Michigan. The district have power however, in the latter state, to deter-
mine at their annual meetings "the length of time a school shall be taught in 
their district during the ensuing year, which shall not be less than nine months 
in districts hi!.ving eight hundred children over five years of age and under 
twenty, and not less than five months in districtS having from thirty to eight 
hundred children of like ages, nor less than three months in all other dis-
tricts8 ," and the district board, of course, is restricted in this respect to the 
determination of the district. In case the district fail to vote for at least the 
minimum length of school required by said section, it is the duty of said 
board to make the necessary provisions for such minimum lengtl). of school". 
. All contracts with teachers must certainly be confined to the determination 
of the district as respects the length of time a school shall be taught, and the 
sex of the teacher, and this power vested in the district can not be taken away 
from it, in any manner. If they fail to exercise it however, it seems that the 
district board may exercise it. A contract, therefore, made before an annual 
meeting, and extending beyond an annual meeting, would be subject to the 
determination of the district, at suell annual meeting, even though such contract 
was ~ade in pursuance. of the determination of the district at a previous an-
nual ~eetingl o. Where it is the custom . o~ the law for the inhabitants of a 
sellool district to appoint a te~eller for their district, in case they do not do so, 
the board of directors may appoint 11, but if the district acts in respect to them~ 
its achon is conclusive, and -the committee must conform theretoll . 
_ A school committee appointed by a district have no power to hire a school-
master, where the power is vested i.n some other person or persons by statute18 ; 
nor can a school district by ·vote deprive a committee of the power to provide 
board for teachers, where such power is vested in it by law. 
Supposing that for some reason, or without any reason, the district board, 
or other proper employing power, should refuse _ to employ a teacher, what 
remedy has the district? An interesting case is that of the School District 1IS. 
Mowry, quoted before14, which arose in Massachusetts. In that state, they 
have two distinct committees, the one being the prudential committee, whose 
duty. it,'is, among othet things, to employ teachers; and the school committee 
. of the township, which acts as the general superintending committee of the 
schools in the town, and is the proper authority for examining and granting 
1 Adkins flS. Mitchell, 67 1lI.1 511 • . 
,. Risher I1S. Sch. Dist. 4 Cusn., ¥oH. 
3 Silver flS. Cummings 7 Wend. 181. 
4 GiI!ls flS. SPlIce 6~ Barb. (N. Y.) 177· WaitflS. Ray, 12 Supt. Ct. (N. Y.) 6-19. 
5 Taylor flS. Sch. DlSt. 5, Jones Law; (N. C.) 98. 
6 Loomis I1S. Coleman eL al.· 51 Mo .... 
7 Mason flS. Sch. Dist. 20, Vt. 487. 
8 Camp. Laws Mich. ~ ~604. 
9 Camp. Laws Mich., ~ 360oj. 
10 Webster flS. Sch. Dist. 16 Wis. 316. 
11 Kingsley flS. School Dist., 2 Barr., 28 Gilman 'US. Bassett 33, Conn., 298. 12 Gilman 'lJS. Bassett, 33 Conn., 298. 
13 1I00re flS. Newfiela 4 Greenl. 44. 
14 See ante Sec. 
c~rtificates to teachers. The prudential committee had selected a teacher, but 
the latter failed to obtain a certificate or" qualification, and said committee no-
tified the school committee that they should not employ another teacher, and 
some portion of the regular school term had elapsed. It wa~ decided in this 
case that the school committee of the townshi;- might proceed to eruploy a teac~er, and take possession of the school ~ouse for the purpose of e5tablish-
ing a schooP . 
The East: 
BOSTON .PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
OUR school committee are now all elected at large like the aldermen. Th~s method has many objectionable features, and it not does work so well as it 
was believed it would when first adopted three years ago; The School Board 
now consists of 24 members, one·third retiring every year. There is a bill now 
before the Legislatnre proposing to change the manner of election back to the 
ward system, but its passage is very doubtful. A combination of the two 
methods by which every ward would he entitled to one member, and one-third 
or one-fourth additional members be chosen at large, would seem the best 
method yet tried to represent all the interests at stake. 
Boston teachers and the public at large were taken by surprise when they 
read in the morning papers, the day after the last meetmg of the School Board, 
that Mr. Philbrick did not receive an election as Superintendent of the schools. 
For twenty years he 'has devoted the best energies of his mind and heart to 
bringing the Boston public schools up to his high ideal of what should constitute 
a good school. The present high reputation of our schools is owi ng more to him 
than to any other man living. His work in the primary schools especially 
has produced a perfect revolution in the methods and results of teaching dur-
ing the last score of years. _ He was ooe of. the first superintendents to prepare 
a programme of studies. It is doubtful if there is another man in the country 
better informed in reference to the science of pedagogics than John D . Phil-
brick. His reports have · given him a world-wide reputation upon school 
matters. • 
Mr. Philbrick has been warmly supported by the teachers, who look upon 
him as a U-U:e friend to them and the cause of true practical education. On the 
question of corporal punishment, s~lary, ne:,,: methods, new'school house.s, etc., 
he has taken conservative and senSible POSitions. He has never asked impos-
sibilities of the teachers. He has often encour!lged and assisted them in va-
rious ways. 
At the time of his election two years ago, he obtained a bare majority of 
votes, many in the School Board being very decide~ly opposed to him, and 
thers feeling some dissatisfaction, and yet not knowmg any better man for the 
;oSition. This hostility has been kept alive by his old enemies who were former_ 
ly members of the old school committee, and by ~he women on the ne.w board, 
one of whom has been extremely bitter toward hl~. It has . ~lso been IDcreased 
by the firm stand which Mr. Philbr~ck has taken ID opposItion to many plans 
and actions of the Board of Supervisors. 
Mr. Philbrick's defeat after all is probably owing more to some of his weak-
nesses than to anything else. It is undoubtedly true that he does not al ways 
personally win the respect of many who wish to like him, and who do admire 
many of his educational notions. Notwithstanding all this, it is very generally 
. felt that he has been very shabbily treated by the School Committee in being 
dropped as it were without a moment's notice. No Maria Ann was ever more 
summarily dismissed from the kitchen which she had disgraced. Truly, the 
way of the conscientious educator is hard in this land of free schools. 
Samuel Eliot, LL. D. who received the election in place of Mr. Philbrick, 
was born and reared in this city; he graduated at Harvard at the head of his 
class when only 18 years of age. He has traveled extensively abroad, has 
written and published a number of works of merit, been President of Trinity 
College, Hartford, Conn., and principal of the Girls' High and Normal 
School, Boston. He is a devoted educator, a man who holds strong opinions 
upon the theories and methods of teaching. He believes in the Bible. in the 
schools, and in a moral and religious education. If he is able to put hiS theo-
ries into practice in our schools, undoubtedly great advantages ~iIl follo~. 
He enters upon the difficulties of his task with the confidence of the public 
and the great respect of the teachers and educators not only in this city ~ut 
throughout New England. May his administration be one of great prospenty. 
SHAWMUT._ 
I Sch. Dist. flS. Mowry 9 Allen (1tlass.) 94. 
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Home and School. 
This department is designed for the instruction and entertainment of parents and children. 
Original contributions and tr:mslations are solicited. 
HOW BRUNO,;jWENT TO SCHOOL. 
S. P. BARTLETT. 
[This is a little story which a small boy named Frank likes to hear ; and he says he thinks 
the children.who read the "Home and School" will;like to.know.about Willi~ Lee, too,] 
WILLIE LEE is a pleasant, good natured little boy; but ~ am sorry to say . he is also quite a careless, and forgetful one. He thinks he means to 
be careful, and orderly, but I think if he really meant to, he would be so. 
His father, and mother, and sister are much troubled with his bad habits; in· 
deed, he inconveniences the whole family, for no one can depend upon him 
for anything. If his mother says, "Willie, I shall .make cream cakes this 
morning, and you must certainly go over to Mr. Lane's and get me a dozen 
of eggs before you go to school-and not forget ;"-Willie answers, "Yes, 
ma'am;" as eagerly and pleasantly as you would, for he loves to oblige his 
I dear mother, and he is as fond of delicious cream cakes as a boy can be; s() 
he says to himself, "Just as soon as I have coasted down hill two or three 
times, I will go and get those eggs." Away he dashes, with his scarlet clip-
per "Reindeer," and is soon speeding down hill like a little Icelander. 
Delightful sport, 1 know, with other little boys, on such a clear, bright morn-
ing, and the icy snow marble-hard, and smooth; but his mother waits for the 
eggs, and Willie does not come until the school-bell begins to ring; and then 
he must hurry to school, right away. He cannot get them, now. Do you 
suppose he feels sorry? It seems to me he does not deserve any cream cakes 
by and by, since his mother has' been so troubled and hindered, and some· 
body else must do the errand she asked her little boy to do. 
He has thrown his skating-cap upon the entry floor, and the basket he 
thought he meant to take for the eggs is in the doorway. 
Sometimes his box of tools, which were such a nice Christmas present, 
stands open for a day or two, because he has taken out a hammer, or chisel, 
he' t'links he means to put back. His sister Ratie often must take care of such 
things. Ithink Willie ought to feel ashamed, to have her do it; but he is 
very apt to say, "0 Ratie, have you seen my blllI, anywhere?" and "Ratie, 
where are my skates - Tommy "Wilson is waiting for me?" As if a girl ought 
to know! 
He does not place his slippers in his closet, but kici{s them off in opposite 
dlrections, for Ratie to pick up. His clothes are dropped upon the chairs, as 
if he never had any hooks in his wardrobe. Willie's father never waits for 
him, now, any more, and the little boy loses many pleasures, because no one, 
yet, has succeded in making him' a careful, prompt; orderly boy; although 
his fnends all woul4 help him. He gets into trouble sometimes, and that has 
not taught him, either. Shall I tell you the reason Willie does not change? 
It is because he does not see to it himself. 
Not long ago, he ran off to school, one morning, in a great hurry, as usual. 
A little while afterward his mother went up to his room. Upon his bureau 
lay his handkerchief, nicely folded; he had forgotten to take it. On his table 
lay a note to his Uncle Henry, his mother had written for him to be sure and 
deliver, at recess, so Uncle Henry, who was going to the city, would call, and 
take her and Ratie on the way;-Willie had forgotten it. Upon a chair, by 
the door, .lay his geography; he had forgotten to take it. "Oh," exclaimed 
Mrs. Lee, "What shall I do, to make Willie remember!" 
She looked out of the window. There was Bruno, Willie's dog, playing , 
with autumn leaves in the wind. "Here, Bruno!" called she, "Come here !" 
Up stairs leaped Bruno, very gladly. Willie's mother showed the dog his 
book, his handkerchief, and the note, Then she folded the handkerchief into 
a little white cravat, and tied it about Bruno's neck, with the ends over ~is 
collar; and took the note and pinned it safely right upon the top. Then she 
gave him the geography in his mouth, "Now Bruno, lind Willie /" said she. 
Off trotted Bruno; he well knew where Willie was, for he had often been to 
the school-house door, and wanted to go in; but it was "was against the , rule," 
as much as for Marv's lamb. Now it did not take long for him to get ,there 
since he had been told to go. The door stood open, for the bright October 
sunshine, and spicY"air, but something also came in, too, now. The children 
heard a patter and scamper of feet very unlike theIr own, hurrying along the 
floor, and there was a little panting dog, carrying all these odd things. 
Straightway to Willie Lee's desk he marched, and then, what do you think 
he did? He stood right up on his hind legs and dropped the geography at 
Willie~s feet, and said "Bow!" in the funniest, shrillest little bark you: can 
imagine. You see he meant, "There!" All the other boys could not help 
smiling, and I never heard the teacher punished them for it; or that Bruno 
got any punishment, at all. But Willie's face grew very red; for the teacher 
asked, "Are those thi1i'gs yours, Willie, the dog has brought to school?" 
Willie had to answer "Yes, ma'am." , Then she said, "Take them." So Wil-
lie had to ' unpin the note, and to untie the handkerchief, and put it in his 
pocket, and then he picked up his geography, while Bruno wagged his tail. 
But Willie was not a bit glad that Bruno came to school. The teacher un-
derstood all about it however, and Willie had his long, late geography lesson 
to 'learn from his forgotten book; and more than that, afterward his kind 
teacher took him, and talked to him so seriously an'd earnestly that Willi ecried. 
Frank wants to know "if Willie is not a better little boy now." I am going • 
to ask somebody about that, myself, and see if Bruno's going to school' will 
not prove a good thing (or Willie Lee. All he has got to do is to really try 
to be orderly, and careful, and not think he will be. You see for yourselves 
he i~ not useful, or happy, now; he is just a little slave of bad habits, when 
he might he helpful and glad all the time, and loved by everybody at home 
and school. 
BLOOMINGTON, I LL., HIGH SCHOOL. 
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
BLOOMINGTON, the Evergreen City, has upward of sixty teachers em. played in her public schools. Miss S. E. Raymond is supt, The principals 
of the several ward schools form an efficient corps of instructors and critics. 
Several last year graduates of the high school are employed who are doing very 
acceptable work at low rates. Miss Dunn is principal of the high school. 
There are no cases of expulsion from school reported. There are but 17 cases 
of suspension-for the first half of the present school year. Two years ago there 
were 164 cases; one year ago 94. Number of cases of corporal punishment 
last year 128; first half of this year 44. Those teachers who do any, do near-
ly all of this birch work. Only one solitary gentleman is in any way employed 
as a teacher in the public schools. "Don't give up the ship," Bro. Miller. 
The system with which the records of the schools are kept is highly com· 
mendable. Supt. W. H. Smith has an office at the court house. He reports 
the schools of McLean county in a flourishing condition. Supt. Smith has a 
great many demands upon his oratorical powers. Prof. John., W. Cook feted 
us in grand style. Prof. Sey.mour takes his place with unassuming grace and 
is well liked. The Normal School edifice is a grand one' and we hope to visit 
that school as well as Wesleyan University at some future time and write them 
up in better shape than we are' now prepared to do. The Evergreen Business 
College has become a popular institution, and many young men and women 
go out from its halls annually well fitted for usefulness in the mercantile world. 
Marquam and Baker are the proprietors; Mr. E. H. Rood, one of the members 
of the school board" rendered us much valuable aid in securing a large sub· 
scription list for the PRACTICAL TEACHER. 
At Lexington, Prof Geo. Blount is principal. There are four assistants at 
, the central !JUilding and two in the branch schools. Miss C. M. Bolles is one 
of the best primary teachers we have yet met. Misses ' Root, Gilbert, and 
George are excellent teachers. 
At Chenoa Pcof. D. H. Pingery ~uperintends the good work. The building 
is a neat one. Misses Hayes, Haynes, and Dyer are among the assistants. 
Chenoa has the name of having first class schools. A. H. P. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL OF KOLAPORE, INDIA. 
THE ScienttJic Amen'can has frequently been commended in these columns for the I then Director of Public Instruction in the Bombay Presidency. The school has pros-·enterprise and ability shown by its editors and publishers. It is printed on fine pered, and has been found useful to the native youth of the upper classes in Kolapore, 
book paper, and illustrated profusely and richly. Each number (it is issued weekly)" being constantly attended by 300 students. The building, of which we give an illus-
contains something particularly interesting to school-teachers, and we unhesitatingly tration, has been constructed from the designs of Captain C. Mant, R. E., Executive 
recommend it as one of the essentials among periodicals for the live teacher. In its Engineer. Its interior arrangements are suitable to the purpose, with twelve class 
issue of Feb. 9, the above cut appeared, which, with thefollowingnote, we have been rooms for the accommodation of 350 or 400 pupils, a lecture hall, a museum, and con-
permitted to transfer to our pages, through the courtesy of the publishers, Messrs. venient offices. The style or architecture · adopted is the Hindo-Saracenic, to agree 
Munn & Co., New York. with that of the adjoining gateway of the Palace Yard. The building is exceedingly 
. The nativ.e Indian state of Kolapore, in the Deccan Region, two or three hundred ornate, and forms an excellent example of a new architectural departure, for such the 
miles southeast of Bombay, India, cpntains haIfa million of people. Some years ago adaptation of the peculiarly Indian design to a building of this character may well be 
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Notes. 
LITERARY.-The article on education in the March number of the Popu· lar Scimce Monthly is by Prof. Huxley, who talks to an audience of work· 
ing men in his singularly attractive manner, on the subject of how bes: to .educate 
for a handicraft.--L. B. Fifield is moderator of Kearney school district, trus· 
tee of Doane College, and regent of the State University, Neb. For a year past 
he has' edited an educational column in the Press, published at Kearney. And 
now he comes forward as editor and publisher of a new bi·monthly (except July 
and August; four-page journal entitled Lit. and Ed. Notes. Mr. Fifiel4.,is a 
'paragraphist," and his first number announces that "condensation is the word 
from title· page to finis." His project is one which, if well conducted (and we 
doubt not it will be), will result in a periodical of much interest and value.--
One of the latest and best devices for teaching spelling is A. G. Beecher's 
Primary Normal Speller; published by Clark and Maynard. Its plan is novel, 
and cannot fail to be interesting to the children. It combines the writing of 
sentences with the spelling lesson in such an attractive way that the children 
will be apt to enjoy their spelling exercise(more than any other in the school. 
The children are kept busy while at their seats, by writing on their slates or 
sheets of paper such le5sons as combine words of different meanings, though 
spelled alike, and words derived from other words in the same lesson. The 
art of writing and the art of spelling are ~aught at the same time, and all 
teachers will appreciate any device which will make both a writing lesson and 
a spelling lesson an interesting and attractive exercise to school children. And 
. from the nature of these writing exercises the pupil must at the same time ac-
quire a familiarity with the correct use of words and the construction of sen· 
tences, so that as a guide and assistant to the teacher of language it, may well 
be ranked by the side of the so· called "language lessons." As the lessons are 
mostly stories, the art of reading (as it is designed that the lessons shall be read 
after they are written) is also cultivated. In fact, this little book seems to be 
mu/tulll in parvo. Its large and attractive wood cuts lend a charm to the book 
for all children. Teachers will do well to send fifteen cents to Abram Brown, 
46 Madison Street, Chicago, who, as agent for the publishers, will mail a copy ' 
for examination. 
GENERAL.-A _recent letter from London to a Chicago paper notes, with 
many interesting particulars, the progress which the movement for spelling-
reform is making in England. Nearly one hundred and fifty school boards 
of the United Kingdom, says the correspondent, have given in their adhesion 
to It; and the Duke of Richmond, Lord President of the Government Council, 
had just given a favorable reception to a deputation who waited upon him to 
represent its merits, and promised to give it hiS ~ost careful considerat~on, also 
to name the matter to his associates in the government. The leaders in the 
movement abroad have in mind not only to abbreviate the orthography of our 
language, but the adoption of a short·hand method of writing it, by the union 
of which, they think, immense benefits in the saving of time and labor 'will reo 
sult.--Ten telephones have been erected to connect the public schools of New 
Haven with the Superintendent's office and the rooms of the Board of Education. 
The Board have responded to the recent pressure upon them by deciding to 
adhere to their decision to abolish religious exercises in the schools of the city. 
Only three members dissented.--Prol. Chapin, a teacher in Lockport, N. Y., 
was recently stabbed by Burt Ferguson, a boy of eighteen years whom he had 
subjected to discipline.--The king 'of Siam is about to send a number of 
young men, !latives of the country, to be educated in the United States.--
Some useful results of foreign inquiry into our school systems and schOOl 
work have been coming of late across the water. The Austrian Commissioner 
of Education to the International Exhibition of 1876, in his official report 
notes the undue amount of blind and unmeaning memorizing still required i~ 
many of our schools. He says: "There is too much mere abstract teaching-too 
much of text·book routin'l work. Perpetually memorizing that which is incom-
prehensible is simply mere time· killing, iritellect·stufting, and stifling mind-
dwarfing." A good point, albeit rather awkwardly expressed. And the able 
Bishop of Manchester, one of the British Commission that came over 
here twelve years ago to investigate our educational affairs, has lately been giv-
in£ it as his opinion that the American elementary schools attempt to teach too 
much. Every knowable I!l\d teachable thing under the sun is crowded into 
the curriculum, he says; and when he expressed doubts whether Euclid could 
. be mastered in six months, and whether the same period was sufficient to dis· 
pose ')f other subjects, it ~as admitted that it was too short a time. The result 
is that there is no solid instruction; and as an instrument of mental discipline, 
that farrago of multifarious, and he might say omnifarious, learning was a 
great delusion and a prodigious snare. To learn a few things well and thorough-
ly is, he feels quite sure, the right method of disciplining the mind. The good 
Bishop puts a part of this pretty strongly; but there is enough of truth in it all 
to prompt those who have to do with our curncula to don their thinking.caps. 
--"The Eyer·fen inine," a~ Grethe said, "draweth on." Woman steadily 
presses to the front as a co· worker in' most of the leading lines of intellectual 
labor. As to her preparation and after·work, president Angell, in his late 
report from Michigan University, has the following: The proportion of wo-
men to men 5carcely changes from year to year. The women form a little 
less than nine per cent of the whole number of students. It is gratifying to . 
see how readily the more gifted young women who have graduated here, 
especially those who have taken the full classical course, have secured con-
spicuous positions as teachers in the high schools, seminaries of the advanced 
grade, and colleges for women. In those positions they are justifying the 
wisdom of the Regents, who opened to them the opport~nities for a thorough 
collegiat.e training, and are doing their full best in earning a reputation for the 
University." Important clusters of schools-as in Bloomington, Ill., Lewiston, 
Pa., and other cities, .are entirely under the supervision and conduct of women. 
In tbe former .-place, among more than fifty teachers, not a man is employed. 
The London Standard reports that Mr. Foster, M. P., in making the distribu-
tion of prizes and certificates for the Oxford local examinations in that city and 
the surrounding centers, noted the fact that the number of girls who present 
themselves for these examinations is largely 'increasing, and mentioned with 
pleasure that the first young lady in the first division of the examinations was, 
Miss Smith, a daughter of the First Lord of the Admiralty. These are tokens 
of a good time coming for the sex that has so long waited for its .chances.-The 
inevitable text·book questions are again Defore the law-makers and the public 
this winter, in various parts of the country. In the Legislature of New York, a 
bill has been introduced providing for the establishment of a commission of the 
presidents of Columbia College, Union College, Hamilton College, Rochester 
University, and Cornell University, for the purpose of examining the vanous 
text·books in use, and for the purchase of the right to tlie free use and publi-
cation of BUC!J. books as th.y may select. . The commissioners are instructed, 
afte! such examination, to fix a list of text· books iJl spelling, reading, arith-
metic, geography, and gr.ammar, for the use of the -schools of the state. 'Ine 
list is to be limited to one volume in each study, except in reading, and after a 
list shall have been adopted no change is permissible in six years. On the 
other hand, it is said that the trustees of the Johns Hopkins University, at 
Baltimore, have decided that it is impracticable to adopt the suggestion of the 
Maryland State Teachers' Ass()ciation "whether it would be for the public 
good to issue two series of text-books, from the primary up to the university, 
one in Engish, Latin, and Greek classics, and the other on mathematics,. sys-
tematically graduated, so' that each page in each book be complete in itself 
up to that stage of progr~s." No doubt, some time, a better method of pre-
paration and supply of text-books will be devised; but that time does not 
seem yet to have arrived~ nor to be very near. The question has many sides 
to it; and we shall need much "diSsension of the inquiring" before we can 
have the desired "unanimity of the wise." 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[A .. y 600k .. am.d i .. tAu lut may {;",{;tailUd 6y forwardi .. g tlu ;ri .• to tlu 1"{;lu,,. 
er. <!.fTHB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY.] 
-----------------ADAMS.-Dictionary of English Lit.ratur.. B.lDg a Compr.hensiv. Guide to English 
, authors and th.ir works. By W. Dav.nport Adams. Sm. 4to, pp. iv,7OlI. CUlIll, 
Pett.r 6> GaIjin ...... .... .. ..................................... .. .......... .. . ,..00 
BASCOM.-Comparativ. Psychology'; or, Th. Growth and Grades or-Int.llIg.nc •. 
By John Bascom. I.mo, pp. '97. G. P. P"t .. am'. So ........ ... . ............... 1.75 
CHURCH.-The B.ginning of the Middl. Ag.s. By R. W. Church . . (Epochs of 
Modern History, .d. by E : E. Morris, J . S. Phillpotts, and C. Colb.clc.) WIth thr •• 
maps. x6mo, pp. xxii, 226. ScrilJ1Ur, .Armst,.o"g~ Co . ........ ....... ......... , 1.00 
FOSTER.-A T.xt-Book of Physiology. By M. Fost.r M. A. With tllus. SecONd 
ed., rev. and .nl. 8vo. 16.50. Macmilla .. 6> Co. Shp .. ..•.•.• . .•.•••.•• • ..•... 7.50 
HALE.-What Car •• r' T.n Pap.rs on the Choice of aVocation and the·U.e of Time . . 
ByE. E. Hal.. I6mo, pp. '7' R06ert. Brotlur......... .... ...... . ..... ..... " 1"5 
. HARV A,RD Examination Papers. New ed. Containing pap.rs for 1877. 12mo, pp. 
412. Gi"" &> Heat" ........... ____ .............................................. 1.5<> 
NEWCOMB.-Popular Astronomy. By Simon Newcomb, LL. D. With u. engrav-
mgs and five maps . 8vo, pp. xv., 566. Harj.r &> B,.otlur. . . •• •. • • . .• . • • •. . .• . .. 4.00 
NOR THEND.-Memory G.ms for the Young. B.in-i choic ••• lections from a hundr.d 
diff.r.nt authors, d.signed for M.morit.r Ex.rci .... ID schools and families. By <':has. 
North.nd, A. M. I6mo, pp. 6.. D. Appl.to .. 6> Co........ ..... ................ 00 
WAR Correspondence (The) of the London Daily New., 1877. With a connecting 
narrative, forming a contil1uous history of, the war between Russia and Turkey, to 
the fali of Kars, l.mo, pp. 627. Macm,lIa .. &> Co .. .............. ................... 5<> 
WENTWORTH.-El.m.nts of Geom.try. By G. A. W.ntworth. x.mo, pp. viii, 
'50. Gi .. " &> H.at". . ... .... .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .. ..... .... ... .... .... .. .. .... 1.00 
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THE STATES. 
NEBRASKA.-omaha is just now agitated over the .question of how to run her public scho?ls on an empty treasury. According to the Republican, the 
'school board must either close the schools next term, or in some way provide 
ten or fifteen thousand dollars for their support. The situation is further com-
plicated by the fact that. all the. teachers have contracted for the full year, and 
could legally collect their salanes, even if the schools were closed.--Finan-
cial troubles in our educationa~ affairs are not confined to Omaha. The State 
Univ~rsity is some $7,000 behind in its running expenses, with no prospect of 
catchmg up, upon the present basis of expenditure. The Regents there/ore 
have before ~e~ the Fla!n n~cessity of reducing expenses, without knowing 
where to begm WithOut cnppiing the work of theoUniversity. The deficiency 
is not caused by mismanagement, as might at first appear to be the case but by the 
fact that, ow,ing to the" shrinkage of values," and low assessment: the same 
rate of taxatIon does not produce as much now as formerly.--The attention 
of .the peo~le o~ the state has rece~tly been attracted to the University by a 
se~e;; of articles ~n so~e of the leadmg papers of the state, setting forth that a 
religiOUS feud eXISted 10 the Faculty of that institution, and especially that the 
~hancellor and a ~e~tn. professor had each other bY,the ears, figurativ~ly speak-
mg. . A facu~ty . I~ which there were not sharp differences of opinton upon 
questions of dlsclphne and general management could hardly contain that abil-
ity, enterprise, and diversity of experience which are desiFable in an institution 
of this kinq; bu~ the supposition that the professors are arrayed against each 
other alo~g the hne that separates olthodoxy from heterodoxy is entirely erro-
' !leous,. as IS apparent ~o anyone who knows that th~se who differ most widely 
10 theIr educatIonal views are located on the same Side of this line. It is not 
surprising that a graduate of West Point should differ somewhat in his ideas of 
discipline from one who has been for a score of years a minister of the gospel. 
It is to be expected also that those who were educated at Harvard Ann Arbor 
or in the German Universities, will have somewhat different ideas 'of e-ducatio~ 
from ~os~ whose educational experience has been chiefly confined to small 
denomlOatlonal colIeges. A person who has had an experience of ten or 
twelve years in the management of public schools may also be expected to re-
gard school government and tnethods of instruction in a different light from 
that of a young man just from college, teaching his first term. The graduate, 
of the a co· education " .colIege may perhaps hold different opinions from the 
graduate of one to which only males are admitted; and so on. But this is, 
after all, only a healthy state 0/ affairs. So long as good feeling and unity of 
action is preserved, we are confident that in th!! matter of opinions the fittest 
will survive.--One of the most important educational events of the winter 
has been the" Farmer.' Institute," held at Lincoln, under the auspices of the 
Agricultural College .. It b~gan ·Feb. II, and continued two weeks. Able pa-
~rs wer~ read and ~lscusslOns had up~n a large number of topics connected 
With agriculture, horti~ltur~, .stock ra~sIng, fuel supply, etc. A gentleman in 
attendan~e expressed hiS oplnton that If the proceedings could be fully reported 
and publIShed to the people of the state, the institute would do more good than 
any ses;;ion of the Legislature that was ever held. Not a very strong state-
ment, either, when one comes to consider all the iacts involved.--The Ag-
ricultural ColIege Far~ wil~ .h<:,reafter.Qave a lady supt., Prof. Harvey Cui-
bretson, who holds thiS posItIon, and IS also acting Professor of Agriculture 
hayin/t been married on Christmas eve,.to .Miss Rllth Hawley, of this city.-' 
Pnnclpal pobbs, of .Ashland, .and Pnnclpal Rhodes, of Beatrice, changed 
p~ces du!-,!ng th~ holIday vacabon. Mr .. Dobbs having resigned, Mr. ,Rhodes 
was elected to hIS place, and ~:. Dobbs In turn elected to 'Mr. R.'s place.--
Mr. and Mrs. Blake have resigned at DeWitt and accepted positions in the 
'Be.atrice schools. Mr. Bur~e, late of Wisconsin, succeeds Mr. Blake at De-
~Itt.-.-The schoolJr of Crete and Beatrice were suspended for a short time 
~IS w10ter on ac~unt of. scarlet-fever.--At the late meeting of the Univer- ' 
Slty Regents, Harnngfon Emmerson, instructor in Modern Languages was 
raised to the rank of a fulI "Professor of Modern Languages" Th t' h 
CLan h '. . -- e eac -ers a caster county ave orgamzed a Wide-awake county association, with 
Prof. W. W. Jones President. Meetings are to be held monthly at the High 
School building in Lincoln. Miss Minnie Sawyer is Secretary.--The Sum-
mer School of Sciencewhi.:h is to "do" the Republican Valley, is now a fixed 
fact, and bids fair to be a great success. 
COLORADO.-With his annual report, Supt. Howard, of Weld county, sends 
a letter, a portion of which we publish, as being of general interest; "I wish 
to bear testimony in favor of your uniform examination questions for the state. 
They save much time and annoyance to candidates and superintendents. I 
trust that this wise system will be continued. The questions have seemed to 
be a fair test of a teacher's fitness, besides having a tendency to awaken all 
our comm!lnity, as well as the teachers and superintendents. The requests of 
elegantly dressed gentlemen, direct from the states, with numbers of flattering 
testimonials, for first grade certificates, are fitly answered by the brief statement 
that certificates will. be granted according as the forth-coming questions from 
the State Supt. are answered. The mild insinualion from fair ladies that cer-
tificates should be granted to general appearance and conversational ability is 
disposed of by stating that the State Supt. does not allow that discretion but 
prefers written examinations, and that the law makes it the duty of the ,exam-
iner to obey said Superintendent's lawful directions. Such cases have occurred · 
in my own expenence; but when it was found that there was no such easy by-
way to the coveted position, the dissappointed candidates 'departed for a sea-
son' at least. I often receive letters from the older states asking for situations 
as teachers. To such I reply that first grade teachers are in demand. 'There 
is plenty of room in the upper story,' while the third grade is overflowing. 
This pointed question was recently asked me in a distant part of the county, 
(this county is a little larger than the state of Mass.): 'Does the office of coun-
ty supt. pay? ' This is a question that every county superintendent must an-
swer more or less publicly. For myself I will say,-I do believe it pays in 
Weld county. $425 per year, for self and horse, is not so large a sum as to 
make the office very desirable to a man who has no other means of support; 
but I love the work and have always received all that I have asked of the 
county. The county commissioners have always treated me with the utmost 
courtesy and respect. As guardian of the school fund; as visitor of schoQls; 
as examiner of teachers with power to exclude persons of loose habits from the 
tea~h~r's l?latform, the office of county s?perintendent pays the public. How-
ever 1Ofenor our schools may be to our Ideal school, they would be incumpar-
ably poorer, were it not~ for the superintendent's influence. I have certain 
knowledge that the ranks of teachers woulq be filled by persons whose habit-, 
education, a~d manners would b~ a lastin~ reproach to the profession, except 
for the supenntendent's refusal to Issue certificates. It is well that the teacher 
has the constant expectation of the coming of a person to whom he is in some 
degree responsible for his personal conduct as well as for the manner in which 
he spends his time. I have stnven ~uring the year to link teacherS and pupils 
to myself by some other bond than IS afforded by occasional visits. Fot'this 
purpose I have invited correspondence, and have received numbers of letters 
from pupils, in which they give not only the news of their locality, but tell of 
the work dot;te in school, th~ giving me opportunity to warn or encourage 
without mak10g a per;;onal VlSlt. I hav~ purcha;;ed some ?f Prang's Natural 
History cards, and tned to awa~en at;t 1Oterest. 10 the subject, by displaying 
the cards to schools and conversIng With them 10 regard to the habits of ani-
mals. I am at present loaning the cards to teachers of small schools and wish 
I had $100 to invest is the same manner." To the thousand and on~ teachers 
in all parts of the country who are seeking' situations in Colorado-we would 
say, as Supt. Howard has done, there is a demand for the best. Do not at-
tempt to secure a situ~tion by writing for one. You w~ fail. If you are not 
an A 1 teacher, and If you have not the means to sustam yourself for six to 
twelve months Without a s~hool,-stay among friends. It is . prc:'bable you 
would get a school sooner If you deserve one, but the alternatlve IS too disa_ 
greeable to be lightly risked. Above all do not sUPRose that you are comin 
among uncouth savages, to whom your attainments will be a marvel but re 1 
assured, that, whatever your intellectual rank, you will find a people here ab~ 
and quite ready to estimate you at your true value. ' e 
I~wA.-The Clinton Herald ~peaks ve.ry sensibly conce~i~g the State Uni-
versity. We regret that several Journals 10 the state find thiS Institution worth 
of nothing better than virulent cO!ldemnation.-The Newton Journal direct~ 
attenti.on to the impur~ c0!ldition o.f ~he watf;r in many of the school yard wells ' 
and cisterns. The dnnklOg of thiS Impure water by school children is a most 
, prolific cause of diphtheria and scarlet fever. Let teachers and school offi~er ­
atte.nd to thi~ matter pro~ptly.--Supt. J. H , ~h?mpson, of the West D~ 
Momes publIc schools, ~Ives so~e valuable stn ISUCS concerning the occupa-
tIOns of parents of P?plls. attendIng the West lJes Moines High School. A 
great vanety of vocauons IS represented. The truth of the matter is this: Our 
high ~chools are patronized by .all clas~es-by the whole people, Dr. Fowler's 
assertIOns to the contrary notwlthstandIng.--Gov. Gear will deliver the an-
nual address be/ore t~e ~edical -Department of the State University, at the 
commencement exercises In March.--President WeJch of the Agricultural 
College, is sp.ending his ~acation in Michigan.--The' teachers of Boone 
county are gOIng to orgamze a County Teachers' Association.--The teach-
. ers of Scot~ county have established a Teachers' Professional Library, and 
probably Will organize a Teachers' Association.--The Iowa Press Associa-
tion will go to Texas on an excursion next month.--Boone for the second 
time within a year, voted not to build a new school hou;;e.-'-A convention 
of county superintendents and teachers will be held at Fairfield.--Supt. J. 
W. McClellan, of Marion, is Chairman of the Executive Committee of the 
St~te Teach.ers' Association for this year. Prof. McClellan is a thorough-
gomg, practtcal, scho.larly educator, and we may expect an excellent program-
me ~or the next meetIng of the Association.-Mrs. H . E . Rose, of Davenport, 
has Issu~d a circular to county superintendents announcing herself as. a teache~ 
of Reading. She succeeds well in the schoolroom, and as a publIC reader. 
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She has received strong recommendations. --The Iowa City schools present 
the following good showing for the month ending Feb. 2: No. enrolled, 
952 ; Average attendance, 859; No. tardinesses, 151 ; No. neither a~sent nor 
tardY,472; Percentage of attendance, 97; Percentage of punctuahty, 992. 
--'IJle Central School Journ.al for February is a splendid number.--
The committee appointed by the Board of Regents of the State University 
for the purpose of examining the various chairs as to the efficiency of 
their occupants have spent several days of faithful investigation and will re-
port at the meeting of the Board in March or June. The committee consists 
of Supt. C. W. von Ceclln, L. W. Ross, of Council Bluffs, and Dr. Parr, of 
Indianola.--B. F. Hood, Supt. at Osceola, publishes a monthly report of his 
school in the Osceola Sentinel.--Two new brick school-houses are nearly 
completed in Knoxville, costing in the aggregate. about $30,000, besides seat-
ing, etc.-- Supt. J. J- Mapel, of McGregor, gra~uated at the University of 
Michigan in 1872. After graduation he went to Europe, and passed three 
years at the German and French universities, and upon his return taught Ger-
man and French one year at his alma mater. This is his second year at Mc-
Gregor, and his success in advancing and perfecting t\le gradlllg of the schools 
is worthy of note. This year the High Schc;lOl course has been extended to 
four years. Pupil; have gone from this school to I owa, Michigan, and Minne-
sota Universities, as well a~ to Wellesley.--Supt. W. J. Mades, of Lee coun-
ty, graduated at I owa University in 1872, and has established a fine legal prac-
tice at Keokuk. He is also managing editor of the new teachers' journal 
lately started by the superintendents of southeastern Iowa.--The McGregor 
News, edited and publisl:ed by A. F. Hofer, has opened a li~ ely educational 
depaltment. Supt. J. J. Mapel frequently contributes to the columns of the 
same paper. Let every teacher urge forward such enterprises, and give them 
a hearty support. It is time that educational discussions had become more 
popular.--The number of student,> enrolled this term at the State Normal 
School, at Cedar Falls, is 17 I, representing 42 counties of the state. The first 
number of the Students' Offering has been issued recently. It is a neat paper 
of eight pages, and contains a good variety of short articles.-- Supt. J. W. 
Johnson, of Mahaska county, has been elected Principal of the Knoxville school, 
and began his duties Jan. [.--Prof. J. C. Gilchrist, of the Iowa Normal 
School of Cedar Falls, will accept el 'gagements as an Institute Conductor and 
Lecturer during the summer of I878.--J. Bookwalter, principal of the public 
schools at Carr?ll .City, publishes .a. report in the local paper, which gives a very 
interestmg exhlbltlQn of the conditIOn of the schools. The whole number en-
rolled during the month was 200. 
MAINE-A new normal school is to be located a[ Gorham. The town fur-
nish"s buildings and the state pays the running expenses. The course of study 
is to be six months-to place the benefits within the reach of teachers who 
desire to fit themselve~ for t~aching and ca~ spen~ but a limited time in doing 
so.--The new Deenng High School blllldmg IS nearly completed. It is of 
wood-two stories-well ventilated and lighted-an airy, pleasant home. 
__ - The Rev. Dr. Hill, Ex-President of Harvard College, has resigned his 
position on the PO.rtland. School Committee.-.- .The Port~and schools have 
just completed their se~lll-annual sch.ool eX~~I ~alton. While the results were 
satisfactory, yet no pupIl succeeded m obtammg seventy-five per cent in arith-
metic.--A public political meeting recently held at Bangor voted to in-
struct tneir representatives to favor the repeal of the mill tax for public schools 
and the free high school law, to oppose any appropriation for the State Colleg~ 
of Agriculture and the normal schools. No doubt this would be pleasant for 
Bangor, which is able to furnish school privileges in ablmdance; but it would 
be the utter destruction of the school interests of most towns in Maine. We 
are pleased to notice tli:"t the Legislature has turned a deaf ear to most of the 
ill-natured, selfish carplOg of some of the large towns . .. - W. W. McCann, 
Esq. is having a successful term of school at Naples.--Spring term of An-
son Academy commenced" Monday Feb. 25, under the instruction of G. A. 
Stuart, A. B.--Rev. J. H. Hanson, of Waterville, recently took occasion to 
criticise the shabby work of many of the free high schools of Maine. All 
right, we deserve it, no doubt, but we trust friend Hanson wont forget that 
some of the most contemptible teaching ever done in Maine existed under the 
old Academy system. No doubt that that kind of school suffers from the new 
law, but hundreds of persons have already secured an education under the new 
law, that would have had little or none under the old.--The committee of 
instruction of the Maine Teacher's Association met at Augusta in Representa-
tives' Hall, J. H. Hanson, of Waterville, ' President, presided. T he sub ject 
of the "Examination of Teachers" was o!lened by Hon. W . J . Corthell , and 
further discussed by Burr of Hallowell, Kelley of Belfast, Phillips of the Sen-
ate, Rounds of Farmington, Morris of Biddeford, H arper of Farmington, and 
Fletcher of Castine.--Miss Isora S. Hatch, of the Portland High School, has 
leave of absence for the rest of the year. Miss Lizzie J. Redeour of the North 
School has resigned, and Miss Flora B. Cool idge was elected to fill the vacan-
cy. M. Plaisted, of the Center St. school, has re;igned. Miss E. K. Lo-
ing was appointt'd principal of the Vaughan St. School. Miss Elizabeth A. 
Day was appointed to the North school. 
WISCONSIN.-All of the pupils on the second floor of the third ward school, 
LaCrosse, passed through the month of December without a single case of tar-
diness. The per cent of attendance was 95.25; number enrolled, 21'5. In 
the whole city there were only nine cases of tardiness ; total enrollment in the 
city 1,509. In a primary department with an enrollment of 64, the per cent of 
attendance was 99.8 for the month of November, and no cases of tardiness.--
The school at Bay View is larger than ever before. About 400 pupils were en-
rolled last month. Lewis Funk is Principal.--Agnes Hosford, County Su-
perintendent of Schools in Eau Claire county, reports 5,r09 chi ldren of school 
age i.n the countY., and only 3,640 enrolled in the s;:hools, and says, "lhat near-
ly thIrty per cent of the school population have not at any time during the year 
received any instruction in the school~ is a matter that calls for some considera 
tion." She adds: "Whatever helps to make better teachers, helps to make 
better schools; better schools will make better citizens; the intelligence, 
morality, and virtue of the citizens constitute the true wealth o( the country." 
--Ex-State Supt. Searing wrlles from Marietta, Ga., that he will return to 
Wisconsin early in March, and will resume his duties as Professor of Greek in 
Milton College, at the opening of the spring term.--Twenty-two institutes 
have been arranged by the InStitute Committee of the Board of Normal School 
Regent, as follows: PROF. GRAHAM-New London, March 18, two weeks; Ap; 
pleton, Aprtl I. two weeks; Plainfield, April IS, two weeks. PROF . . MCGREG-
or-Footville, March 18, one week; Mazomallle, March 25, one week; Stough-
ton, April I, one week; Richland Center, April 8, one week; Wauzeka, April 
.15, one week; Brodhead, April 22, two weeks. PROF. SALiSBURy-Plover, 
March 18, one week; ~e)ton, March 25, one week; Portage, April I, one 
week; Wauke.sha, Apnl 8,one week; Fond du Lac, April IS, one week; 
Hartford, Apnl 22, one week. PROF. THAYER-Hammond, March II, one 
week; Kendall, March 18, one week; New Lisbon, March 25, one week; 
Augusta, April I, one week ; Grand Rapids, April 8, one week; Hillshorough 
April IS, one week; Pepin, April 22, one week. ' 
~ICHIGAN.-Prof.. ~odeman's .Eur~pean tour project is progressing finely. 
He IS confident of glvmg full satisfactIOn to all who compose the party. We 
advi,c all who are interested to write him for information.--Judge Isaac 
Marston, of the State Supreme Court, is to pronounce the annual address to tlie 
law classes, at the approaching Commencement of the Law Deparment of the 
University. Prof. Pattengill, of the University Faculty, has left for Europe. 
The members of his classes took the occasion to present him with a handsome 
set of Hudson's edition of Shakespeare. Prof. Prescott, Director of the Chem-
ical Laboratory, has been dangerously sick for some days.--The School 
Board of Detroit have voted to ask the Common Council of the city for a grant 
of $40,000 the next year for building purposes, and $1,500 for the support of 
night schools. Samuel E . Pittman has been renominated and, after one re-
jection, confirmed by the- Board as its Secretary. An effort to reduce his sal-
ary was a flat failure. Mr. W . H . Byram has been appointed an assistant 
teacher in the High School for three hour. per day; Miss Hattie A. Corkins 
temporary assistant in the Everett and Barstow schools; and Miss Effie M. 
Bartlett temporary assist~nt in the Williams and Tappan schools. Miss M. A. 
Bridge, Principal of the Lincoln school, had her house, at 578 Cass Avenue, 
entered on the 14th ult., during her absence, and a package of furs and other 
valuables made up for carrying away. . Fright, however, or p'erhaps remorse of 
conscience, induced the would-be robher to leave the whQJe for the lady to un-
pack and put away on her return. Supt. Sill reports the attendance upon the' 
Detroit !lublic schools as II ,400, with greatest pressure for sittings upon the 
gummar grades.--A gift of $10,000 has recently been made to Adrian Col 
lege, and a new gymnasium will shortly be added to the attractions and facilities 
01 the im;titution. 
ILLINOIS.-Miss Hattie Case, who re5igned her po.ition as preceptress of the 
Normal School at the close of the fall term, wasmarried at Mendota, February 
7, to Mr. A. T. Morrow, of Detroit. The ceremony was performed by Dr. 
Edwards, of Princeton. About a hundred congratulatory letters, from her 
.old friends of the Normal School, were received by Miss Case, and no little 
amusement was afforded by the reading of several of them bY'Dr. Edwards .. 
Mrs. Morrow's home will be in Detroit, her husband bemg engaged in the 
Lake Survey, and making his head-quarters at that point. If good wishes 
count for anything, Mrs. Morrow's future will be as happy as her past life has 
been beautiful in good deeds. Her unmarried friends console themselves with 
the thought that she is "not lost but gone before,"--Miss Basset, of Apple-
ton county, is engaged in Bloomington, instructing the teachers of the city 
schools in methods of teaching drawing.--Robt. L.~arton is working in 
the Farmer City schools.--Mr •. Helen M. Wilbur (nee Plato) is teaching in 
the Chicago schools.-"The death of little Charley Freeman, son of Professor 
FreeRlan, which o'ccurred on Tuesday morning, Feb. 22, was so unexpected that 
the new. was startling to olir people, only a few of whom knew of the child's 
illness. He was a little unwell on Saturday and Sunday, but not until Mon-
day did the~ real~ze that his illnes; was anything mo:e serious than a passing 
cold. MedIcal aId was sUinmoned at once, but nothmg would avaIl and little 
Charley passed away in his father's arms at about half past ten on Tuesday 
morning. Prof. and Mrs. Freeman have the he~rtfelt sympathy of the entire 
community in this their hour of sorrow."-Ogle Co. Press. 
INDIANA -The renomination of Hon. J. H. Smart for a third term as State 
Superintendent is a hopdul indication of the disposition of political parties to 
put the management of school affairs as far as possible out of connection with 
politics in other malter;. Mr. Smart is well known to have the hearty indorse-
ment of aU the educational elements of the state irrespective of party, and it 
was no doubt because of t~is fact that. he received the nomination, though it 
~as opposed to all the maxims of prevIOus party nominations, and aside from 
hiS strength With the body of t!!achers and sl:hool officers, was an impolitic 
thing to do. ~o man in Indiana has ever ~efore ?een nomina~ed to any state 
office after havmg served two terms, and be;ldes thiS, local conSiderations were 
opposed to his re-nomination, as the candidate for treasurer was from the same 
q~llnty, ~nd one of the presen~ S~lpreme Jud~es also resides there. Mr. Smart 
WIll agaIn run far ahead of hiS ticket and WIll doubtless be reelected whatever 
may be the fate of other candidates. 
KANSAS.-The K~nsas State Grange adopted the follo~ing ' resolution at its 
last meeting: "Resolved, That the State Grange Educational 'Committee De 
instructed to devise a course of systematic educational work for the use of. the 
sul?ordinate granges; and, as far as practicable, to organize such work in the 
granges throughout the state." The committee appointed for the ensuing year 
IS as follow~; F. G. Adl\ms, Topeka; E. M. Shelton, Manhattan; and S. A. 
Felter, Topeka:. 
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Practical Hints and Exercises. 
Live for Something. 
From Loomis' U First St~ps iI: 1I1usic," N o .• ., by per. G EO. B. LoOMIS. 
. - .--. _. . - -. :_~ _~--:::J Moderato. ~ l -l __ W3 - =:5- .- ... -_ . ~4I-.r-.. ~~-.-3~~~- ~d ~---.:- 4I- ---:t=J=t-.,-.-., --r:;;J-
I. Live for something, be not i- die, Look a-bout thee for em-ploy! 
2 . Scat-ter bless- ings in thy pathway; Gentle words and cheering smiles 
3. H earts there are oppress' cl and weary; Drop the tear of sym·pa - thy, 
; £8 :=E=:~- ~=:~~ -.=~ • •• ..... .... I-j-~~ I~-~=:.~t= .. , ==F~=-=t=t=: E3 -. . I ..... _ _ ~ I--_~E~_'I-_ _ ___ ---~__ 
·1~~=El:~:::t=~~;J=.:t=:r~"';=E~ , _ 41 - ';:-:. ____ . _.~ ----...-.~. , r--6j-= 
_ .. :::::L.:::._ ........ ~--=--- ~.,--,;--. .,-. Ii--'--'+--
S· d .. I d :* L I . I .. . ?:t, . It not own to use ess reammg, a- lor IS t le greatest JOY. 
Bet· ter are than gold or sil-ver, With their grief dis-pell-ing wiles. 
Whisper words of home and comfort, Give, and thy reward shall be 
• • • .... • • • I Ji.-.J--~: I =t=r=L¥~~1~=:~:~:-r=J I===~=~·-=~=:~_ t=-~ -t- :r:-~=- - __ 
;=F=i~=:~=3if~=-~~-=pr.=-T-EE=B=E3 ~: __ =:i/=~, ~~~ .,-J=t=i=E~-Er3 
Folded hands are ev· er wea - ry, Selfish hearts are ney - er gay ; 
As the pleasant sunshine fall- eth Ev · er on the grateful earth, 
Joy un - to thy soul re-turn - ing, From the perfect fountain' head; 
1~~'#iJ-~~+f-'j1±'~=f-r-¥J 
~=f~=:~=:~:---m~-~=f¥=~~~~ I =7- :- Ii E---' I ~ : - === ] , =t-~ .• - .,-....... .~ ,,-.,,--,;"':' . .,-.' Ii _ _ 
; Life for thee hath rna · ny du · ties, Active be, then, ~h i le you may, 
So, let sym-pa - thy and kindness Gladden well the darken'd hearth . 
, 'Free-ly, as , thou free .ly giv. est, Shall the grate~ul light he shed. 
I I ' 
........... ~ I I ...,. 
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The above is a specimen page flOm a new song book for institutes and 
schools, prepared by Prof. W. L. Smith, 'and now in press by the publishers 
of the WEEKLY_ The book is one whIch Prof. Smith (who edits the Musical 
Department of the 'WEEKLV.) has been preparing for a year past, and we be· 
lieve it will be superior to anything of the kind yet published. Its price will 
be low, and its music select. It is hoped that its appearance will not be de-
layed beyond a month or two. 
THE INFINITIVE CLAUSE. 
Al.L modem grammarians, as a rule, acknowledge and teach the construc· tion known as the infinitive clause. There are, however, a number of 
most interesting facts connected with this peculiar construction which do not 
seem to have been noticed by any writer on language. 
Let us conSider a few moments this element-this organic element of 
thought, I might call it-in our language. Indeed, I might with . equal truth 
say, this element of language generally; for there is not a written language, 
ancient or modem, that has a literature, which does not exhibit this construc-
tion among its various grammatical combinations. 
Infinitive clauses, then, are such as have their predicate term in the infini-
tive mood. Thus: "Wish him to come/' "Believe tlum to /u wtse/' "Imagines 
him to be hypocritical/' "Ordered something to be done," etc. It is clear in 
the above examples that the object of the verb in each case is, not the pronoun 
si~ply, for such a view,of the construction would yield no sense, but all the 
italicized words. 
It is also evident that the infinitive in each case is a real predicative word, 
since it yields the same sense precisely as a finite · form of the verb would. 
Thus : Wishes that he fIIay come; Believes that they are wise; Imagines that 
he is hypocritical. . 
Of course 'the infinitive may be used as an adjective, an adverb, or a noun, 
as well as a predicate term. These uses must be carefully distinguished. Thus: 
To see is pleasant (= seeing)-noun. To kill is murder (= killing)-noun. 
To be wicked is to. be unhappy-noun. This is the thing to be done ( =which 
ought to be done)-adjective. Flee from the wrath to come-adjective. Went . 
to Set tlu city-adverb. Worked hard to get his lessons-adverb. But, Com-
manded the fort to be taken/ Ordered the thing to be dom-verb or predicate 
term. 
Now the infinitive has two tense forms and ~o voice forms. Anyone of 
these four forms may be used as the predicate of an infinitive clause. Thus: 
Expects him to harness the horse, expects the horse to be harnessed; supposed 
him to have harnessed the horse, supposed the horse to have betn harnessed. 
This clause is found in all languages with words of mental state and action, 
and those of communication of thought. It is also found with words of phys. 
ical sensation; as those of seeing, hearing, and feeling, but never with words 
of tasting and smelling. Thus: .Saw him (to}/all / heard her (to) sing / felt 
something .(to) touch me; thinks him to be wise,' ordered the thing to be done. 
Infinitive clauses are often introduced by the word/or used not as a prepo-
sition, but as an expletive merely. Thus: It is best for us f or him to leave . 
For him to rmlain seems strange; He must be a most cruel man fo r all his 
friends to desert him. In the above forms it is clear that the word for indicates 
no relation whatever, for the same sense precisely may be expressed by a 
clause having no preposition. Thus: It is' best for us that he should leave. 
That he should remain seems strange. 
In the older English, this expletive particle in such cases is often entirely 
omitted. In corresponding constructions in Latin and in Greek, no preposition 
is used, and yet the same thought precisely is expressed. ' Hence it is , evi 
dent that this word in such constructions is not a preposition. 
"This is all monstrous to our human reason, 
As (for) my Antigonus to break his grave." -ShalusjJeare. 
But of this matter more in the future. OREAD. 
SOME MORE FALSE SYNTAX. 
THE following . examples are added by a correspondent to lists we have heretofore presented, derived from distinguished sources, and which are 
suggested for special exercises with classes in rhetoric and advanced grammar: 
Neither of the four had ever seen either of the party [consisting of sev· 
eralJ.-Cooper's Oak Openings. ' 
It is peculiarly elegant, both in its decorations, its proportions, and the gen. 
eral strength of the masses.-Layard's Ninroeh and Babylon. 
Every inscribed brick taken from it-'-and there are thousands and tens of 
thousands-bear the name oi this king.-Ibid. 
Mohammet Pasha, with his followers, were reduced to extremities.-Ibid. 
Russian officers must be very different to-English ones.-Burnaby's Ride to 
Kniva. 
There is good reason to believe that the amount of supplies within its Walls 
are insufficient for a prolonged defense.-Nl1rth American Rroiew, Jan.-Feb., 
1818. ' 
The representative power in the double activity of the memory and imagina_ 
tion are as indispensable to the higher intellect,-Porter's Human intellect (un. 
abriged), p. 258. 
Each of these classes of men are exposed to a special danger.-Ibid, 385. 
In cases where intuition can not be had, the definition or descripition by con-
cepts and terms are no mean substitute.-ibid, 403. 
The God of this world was just and righteous, and temporal prosperity or 
wretchedness were dealt out by him immediately by his own will to his s'ubjects, 
according to their behavior.-Froude's Short Studies, 1st Series. ' 
When the youth and maiden of necessity pass over into the earnestness of 
real life, the drying up of the imagination and the domination of the under' 
standing presses in.-Rosenkranz's Philosophy of Education, Miss Brackdl's 
translation. 
"She has brought me to the crisis," he muttered. "She or I are lost.' ,-
Scott's Kenilworth. 
As they parted from each other, the Emperor and philosopher had each 
their own anxious thoughts on the interview which had passed between them, 
-Scotfs Count Robert of Paris. 
Nobody ever put so much of themselves into their work.-Recmt Article 
0" Charlotte Bronte, in the Cornhill Magazine. 
~ '============= 
Harvard University is promised a new gymnasium by and by, of size, 112 
by So, and to cost, with its apparatus and equipments, $50,000. 
The . Educational Weekly. 
'. 
HOW TO TEACH GERMAN.-NO. X. 
By Dr. ZUR BRUCKE. 
IN compliance with the request of many teachers who are using my book,* - "German without Grammar or Dictionary," I shall give in two or more 
of the succeeding numbers of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY a developing les-
son in each n~mber-as, for example, on the Hand, Arm, Fingers, etc. 
The question having been asked and answered-H Ist das eine Hand I" H 70, 
dos ist eine Hand,"-the teacher now proceeds, asking, H Hat deine Mutter 
eine Hand f" Has your mother a hand? 
" 70, meine Mutter hat eine Hand." 
.. Hat deine Sehwuter eine Hand ," 
H 7 0, meine Scllwester hat eine Ha1ld." 
"Hat deine Ta"te eine Hand ," 
H 7 0, meine Tante hat eine Hand." 
"Hat dein O"kel ei"e Ha1td ," 
" 7a, mein Onke/ hat eine Hand." 
"Hat dei .. Bruder eine Hand ," 
" 70, mei .. Bruder hat eine Hand, " 
"Hat dein Bruder zwei Hande f" 
" Yo, mein Bruder hal zwei Hatlde." 
H Hat deine Mutter zwei Hande ," 
"70, meine Mutter hat zwei Hande," 
Proceeding with the development, the teacher may ask, 
" Ist dies die t'eehte Hand ," 
" 'la, das ist die reehte Hand." 
"Ist dies die finke Hand ," 
" 7a, das ist die finke Hand." 
Extending the left hand, the teacher may ask, 
H Ist dies die ruhte Hand ," 
"Nein, das ist nicht die rechte Hand, sOltdern die Iinke." That is not the 
right hand, but the l~ft. ' 
Pointing to the right arm the teacher asks, " Ist dies der linke Arm (left 
arm) ?" 
"Neitz, das isl nicht der !itzke Arm, sondern (hut) der reehte." 
H Ist dies die linke Hand f" 
"Nein, das ist nicht die linke Hand, sondern die ruhte." 
Again; "Welcher Arm ist dies ," 
".Dos ist der rechte Arm." 
" Welche Faust ist dies ," 
".Das ist die linke." 
" Welcher Zeige-finger ist dies ," 
".Dos ist der reehte." 
" Welcher kleine Finger ist dies I" 
".Das ist der finke kleine Finger.', 
" Wie viele Finger siehst du '" 
HIch sehe vier Finger." 
"Wie viele .Daumen sie/fSt 'du ," 
"Ieh sehe zw~i .Daumen, einen rechten und einen linken." 
From the above examples the teacher may s~e 'how easily these speaking 
lessons may be varied. 
An' esteemed correspondent (a city superintendent in Ohio) writes as follows: 
"The WEEKLY is the most valuable paper that comes to my desk. I would 
like to contrihute to its work and success occasionally, but I don't want to bore 
anybody with a point that does n't appear valuable to anyone besides myself." 
This gives us occasion to repeat what we have said to teachers and superintom-
dents before, and to emphasize it still more strongly, It is just such notes and 
"points" as ,seem valuable to you that are desirable for these columns. What 
seems valuable to one who has had the experience of the writer quoted above 
will be found valuable to others of the same or less experience. Give us the 
results of your experience; if anyone is bored by them, a score of others are 
benefited; and where there are five hundred who are not interested there are 
ten thousand who are mat"rially aided in doing the work which fortune has as-
signed to them. We want the convictions of those who have tried th~ ways 
of the school teacher; we want to know how those are doing who have long 
ago passed over the ground we are now treading. A simple word of advice 
-unnecessary, perhaps, in the estimation of experienced teachers, is accepted 
as " law and gospel" by many who are advancing with trembling step in the 
way so familiar to their predecessors. 
*For vocabulary sec page 9S of "German without Grammar or Dictionary," published by 
S, C. Griggs & Co., '5 Washington St., ChIcago, Ill. Or it can be obtained of the author, 
1481 Indiana Ave" Chicalt0. Price, '.50 
SEATING BOYS AND GIRLS TOGETHER IN SCHOOL. 
IN the December number of 1877, among the" Questions Suggested by a Visiting Tour," I see the first to be one regarding the seating of boys and 
girls together, and feel impelled, from what I have seen on several visiting ' 
tours, to answer it. I find it no infrequent thing, this indiscriminate seating, 
and teachers sometimes say, as a reason for so doing, " We do not live in old 
Puritanic times, when men and women neversattogether, in church or anywhere 
else, and when different sides of the house failed to sufficiently di vide them 
and a half partition ran through the room's center." , 
I would, never seat pupils togtther in this manner, even in the high schools. 
The reason, any tea~her who has had a year's experience ought 'to know., I 
am aware of no other sin so common in the public schools-everywhere-
among boys especially, sometimes, I am sorry to admit, among girls, as obscen-
ity. The teacher is compelled to deal with it everywhere, and if she would 
make her work easier, and remove her pupils farther from tt:mptatlOn, ,he 
should see to it that those of opposite sexes are seated on opposite side i ur the 
house. I believe it better still to place them in different rooms, until thq rea~h 
th~ I~st year of the grammar room. Grolnted that something is gaine.1 by 
bnngmg them together for recitation; more is lost by the better opponullity 
and temptation to think and do impure things. Then, too, then: are m"ny 
things that can and ought to be said plainly to boys and girls, by the teacher, 
that would be most inappropriate should they be said before a mixed school. 
I have heard so much, in proof of what has been said above, from many 
teacher., and so numerous are the instances that have come directly under my 
own observation, that I am surprised to find teachers still so short-sighted and 
careless as to allow an indiscriminate commingling, in places of study, cIa,s-
rooms, and play-ground. The over-familiar conduct between young ladie; and 
gentlemen of the United States, so observable to foreianers is doubtless due 
to a certain extent to thi~ loose kind of school-trai~illg; and the , ubject 
should be talked and written about in italic" perhaps ill capital I. trd-, ti\) 
teachers at least stop aiding the hydra in ics growth. K. B. F. 
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
TH E following are some of the questions which ,were used in the Compet-itive State Examination which was held in Illinois Feb. 13, 1878. 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN TOWNS OF LESS THAN 8000 INHABITANTS. 
UNITED STATES HISTORY. 
Time, 90 Minutes. 
, I. How long since this conti~ent was discovered by Columbus? What na, 
tIon made the first settlement m the present territory of the United States? 
Where was the settlement made? 
- 2. Who were the Pilgrims? Name some fact connected with the first year 
of their settlement. 
3~ What territory did the French lose by the French-and-Indian war? 
.4· Was t~e territory included within this state conquered from Great Brit-
am at the ttme of the Revolution, or has ,it been acquired since? What was 
the ordinance of 1787 ? _ 
5· W~o invent,ed the ;te~boat? th~ elect~ic te~egraph? the cotton gin? 
the sewmg machme? Whlt mfiuence dId the mvention of the cotton gin have ' 
on our political history? ' 
6., Fro~ wh.at nation or s~t~ did the United States acquire Florida, Mis-
soun, Cahforma, Alaska, DIstrIct of Columbia? 
7. What was the object of the Kansas-Nebraska bill ? 
,8. In what year did Sherman's "March to the Sea" take place? Describe 
?IS ro~te, What confederate general did he capture before reaching Wash-
Ington? -
,~. Locate and state s?me hlstoric!ll fact concerning each of the follOWing, 
gtvmg dates: Brandywme, Fort MeIgs, Fort Du Quesne, Chickabominy, Fort 
Sumter. 
10. What is meant by the President's Cabinet? How are they chosen? What 
is a greenback? 
ARITHMETIC. 
Time, 90 Minutes. 
Leave the work ofall problems on the paper. Do not wnte the answers sImply • 
. I. Write a number in which there shall be two 5's, one expressing [0,000 
tImes the value of the other. 
2. If a man earn $75 in 50 days, how long will he be in eamitig twice as 
much at one-half the same rate of wages? 
3. I~ A, B, and ~ can do a piece of work in 6 days, A can do it in 12 days, 
and B m 15 days, m how many days can C do it? 
4· A man divides his farm between his two boys so that one receives one 
acre as often as the other receives 2i acres, What part of the farm does each 
receive? Write full analysis. 
5· A man takes 300 cubic yards of earth from a cellar 45 feet long and 40 
feet wide; how deep is it? 
6. A man sells t his farm for what t of it cost. What per cent does he gain? 
Give analysis. 
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7. If $1.00 in gold is worth $1 .03 in greenbacks, how much will $1.00 in 
greenbacks be worth in gold? . 
8. At the time of settlement, A finds that he has owed B $1 50 for six months, 
and B has owed him $200 for four months. A note is given in settlement. . 
What is its face, and when should it be dated if the settlement occurs June 1St? 
9. What do you mean by a cubical block? 
ro. How many rods of fence will it to take inclose a 20·acre lot which is 
twice as long as it is wide? . 
THE ORIGIN OF PUNCTUATION. 
To flu Editor of the Weekly: . 
IN Number 53 of the WEEKLY, I have read that "Punctuation was first . used in literature in 1520," etc., and as this did not quite agree with what 
I have seen, I take the liberty to send you a leaf, taken fro.m a book now in 
my possession and which was certainly printed before 1520, containing the 
period, colon, and interrogation point, and showing every word distinctly 
separated from its neighbors. As the title page of this book is unfortunately 
lost, I have to deduce its age from internal evidence. 
The book itself is a breviary, and contains a calendar in the beginning, to 
which some rules are appended for finding the Golden. Number, etc., for va· 
rious years. One of these reads as follows : 
A acdpe, et da illi annum salutis 1486. Seqttdi litterae : q'uae est. g. da. 
1487 d iterum sequentibus, etc. 
As I think these instructions were not given, as they are in no calendar, to 
suit times then gone by, but rather the present and future, I believe the book 
to have been printed in 1486. 
The very shape of the characters used, and the abbreviations, show that the 
book was printed at a time when typography was yet an imitation of manu· 
script, and had not yet rid itself from the contractions of words so extensively 
used by the copyist of the 15th century. 
Hoping you will find in the inclosed leaf a venerable defender of punctua-
tion before 1520, I renTain, 
Respectfully yours, 
RALPH J. HAASE, Principal Burr School. 
Chicago, :Jan. 29, 1878. 
Our correspondent has sent us a leaf from a Latin book which was probably 
printed in the fifteenth century. Although different marks were used at an ear- . 
lier date than 1520, for the purpose of separating words (usually a colon or a 
period), and although in the Greek we find the comma as early as the ninth 
century, and also the Greek interrogation mark (;), yet the modern system of 
punctuation was not devis~d until the early part of the sixteenth century, when 
a Venetian printer, Manutius, adopted it for his use and it became generally 
accepted among the languages of Europe.-ED.] 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
To CORRBSPONDBNTS.-Ma1c.e rour answers as brief as possible and not sac~ifice clearness. 
Never send an answer or a question on a postal card. Never make any cancellation marks 
In your solutions. Alwa7s revise your tSnswer hefore smdinc, to see that it is perfectly clear 
and contains no errors. The shortest and best a'nswers will be published in preference to 
others . When it is possible, send your owri answer when you send the query. Make as 
rew diagrams as possible. Write only on one side of the paper. Questions will be repub· 
lished for three weeks if no answer is received. 
ANSWERS. 
33· cx+y+az=a+ac+c (I) 
c2x+y+a2z=3ac (2) 
acx+2y+acs=aB+2ac+c2 (3) 
Multiplying (I) by a and subtracting the product from (3), we have 2y- ay 
+acz_aBz=ac_aBc+c2, (4) . Multiplying (I) by c and subtractin~ the pro-
duct from (2), we have.y-cy+acz=2ac-ac2-c2 (5). Adding (4) and (5), 
we have 3Y-ay-CY=3ac-ac2-aBc, whence by factoring and dividing each 
equation by the coefficient 01 the unknown quantity, we obtain y-ac; by sub-
stitution we find z=.!:.., and ;=.::... 
a c OMjlGA. 
34. J . H. Gould asks wherein the fallacy lies in Query 34. Let us take an-









25(4-4)=(4- 4) (5) 
25=1 (6) 
40 =40 (I) 
Adding, 40+4=40+4 3) 4=4 f2) 
Transl?osing, 40-40=4-4 4) 
Factonng, 10(4-4)=4-4 (5) 
. Dividing, 10=1 (6) 
. I.n equations (4) and (5), both ex~mples, each member is equal to' zero. We 
divld~ bo~ membe~ by an expressIOn that is equal to zero. Zero divided by 
T.ero is an mdetermmate quantIty. 
Take another illustration: 4Xo=0. Dividing by 0 we have: 4= ~ -
o 
Again, 7Xo=0, whence, ~=7' or, nothing divided by nothing may be rep. 
l7eSented as being equal to anything we wish. W. H . B. 
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BACK NUMBERS of the WHHKLV; from one to twenty inclusive, will b~ furnished for five cents each. All published since No. 20, ten cents each. Any who have extra cop-Ies of Nos. 45 or S6 will confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend their sub-
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will mail it free. Alway,s give the numot>r of the paper, not the d~te , 
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The last num~er paid for by each subscflber is on the address.label. The laper will not 
. ~~!k~ti:idov~~c~at number unless the subscription ill renewed, which shoul be done two 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft, or P. O. money order payable to 
S. R. WJNCHHLL & Co. 
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umn ten inches, an one inch fourteen lines. ' 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Address all communicauons to . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO •• 
1]0 ~lcldison St., Chicago . 
--After all our effort last week to issue the W EEKLY promptly, we were 
most successfully thwarted by a combination of di fficulties, and at last, after 
half the edition had been printed, the press broke and destroyed nearly two . 
pages of type, so that those pages had to be reset, before the balance of the ' 
edition could be printed. No one but a pnblisher can appreciate these aggra-
vations as they deserve. 
- We believe that we are publishing a paper worth double its subscription 
price to every intelligent subscriber, ~nd we think every one should renew his 
subscription before it expires. Not only this, every 01U 7uho appt'eciates the 
WEEKLY should elldeav01' to secure at least 01U new subscription. If you need 
a good' paper yourself, YOll should do all you can to sustain it and contribute to 
its success. We have not half the sub5cription list that such a journal should 
have. Please bestir yourselves, friends. 
-Our readers should notice the advertisement on first page in regard to 
Naturalists'supplies. This is a fine opportunity lor schools, colleges, and fam-
ilies -to obtain these curiosities and specimens at a nominal cost. A cordial 
invitation is extended by the proprietors to teachers and others to call and visit 
them at their rooms· under the Grand Pacific Hotel, 234 So. Clark Street, 
Chicago. I t is greatly to be regretted that they are bound to sell out Tuesday 
next and take up their home in Colorado, the place where most of their speci-
mens were first obtained. 
_ We have decided to abandon tile publication of an index to the WEEKLY 
for 1877; the actual need of such a thing is small, and it involves altogether 
too much delay and expense to obtain the type and. plates necessi\ry. We 
have the index prepared in manuscript, and part of lt III type, .but there is no 
printing office in Chi~ago where "sort~" enough ·are tl? be obtallled to Print it 
according to the complete plan w~lch we had deVised, so tho~e ~ho have 
waited for it before binding need walt no longer. We are now bmdmg tWen_ 
ty-five volumes for tbose who ~esire .t~ purchase the complete set. One vol-
ume goes this week to the Paris Exhlbmon. 
OPINIONS OF THE WEEKLY. 
One of the very best papers published in the conntry.-OttaW'a Joumal, 
Kansas. 
I cannot give a better recommendation to the THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY 
than to say that after looking over my numbers oflast year, I find I cantzot do 
without it, and beg to inclose my subscription.-Proj C. H. Ashdown, Sand-
wich, Onto 
In the 50th No., Vol. II., I like the ring of the editorial-no gift enter-
prises-no truckling to stupid incompetency in school boards or school teach-
ers-independence, fearlessness-no favors to ask of the enemy! I like your 
talk about Mr. Pickard-right in the lion's den, as yon are-and I like a pa-
per with articles boiled down. Our literary food is often too diluted. All 
hail, and snccess !- A City Superintendent, Mass. 
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